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Abstract

A pragmatic account of referential communication is developed which presents an alternative to tra-

ditional Gricean accounts by focusing on cooperativeness and efficiency, rather than informativity. The

results of four language-production experiments support the view that speakers can be cooperative when

producing redundant adjectives, doing so more often when color modification could facilitate the

listener’s search for the referent in the visual display (Experiment 1a). By contrast, when the listener

knew which shape was the target, speakers did not produce redundant color adjectives (Experiment 1b).

English speakers used redundant color adjectives more often than Spanish speakers, suggesting that

speakers are sensitive to the differential efficiency of prenominal and postnominal modification (Experi-

ment 2). Speakers were also cooperative when using redundant size adjectives (Experiment 3). Overall,

these results show how discriminability affects a speaker’s choice of referential expression above and

beyond considerations of informativity, supporting the view that redundant speakers can be cooperative.

Keywords: Referential communication; Audience design; Redundancy; Informativity;

Cooperativeness; Efficiency

1. Introduction

Redundancy provides a puzzle for pragmatic theories of referential communication. If

there was a single star on the computer screen, why would I ask you to click on “the blue
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star”? Calling for a solution to this puzzle, experimental research has shown that people

often use adjectives redundantly when referring to entities in their physical environment

(e.g., Arts et al., 2011a; Engelhardt et al., 2006; Engelhardt & Ferreira, 2014; Maes et al.,

2004; Sedivy, 2003, 2004; van der Sluis & Krahmer, 2007). Some authors suggest that

redundancy is easier for the speaker who does not need to determine whether an adjective

is necessary in the context (e.g., Belke, 2006; Belke & Meyer, 2002; Koolen et al., 2013;

Pechmann, 1989), but it has also been argued that redundant descriptions may help the

listener identify the intended referent (e.g., Arts et al., 2011b; Mangold & Pobel, 1988;

Paraboni & van Deemter, 2014; Paraboni et al., 2007; Rubio-Fernandez, 2016; Sonnen-

schein & Whitehurst, 1982).

According to Grice’s (1975) Maxim of Quantity, speakers should provide their interlocutors

with as much information as necessary, but not more. Standard pragmatic accounts in the Gri-

cean tradition are therefore based on informativity: the amount of information that is required

to establish unique reference in a given context. These accounts draw a three-way distinction

between underinformative, minimal, and overinformative referential expressions. Key to this

distinction are a referent’s competitors: objects of the same category found in the situational

context (e.g., how many stars the listener must choose from when hearing “Click on the blue

star”). Thus, the expression “the blue star” would be minimal if there were two stars of differ-

ent colors on the screen; but the same expression would be underinformative if there were two

blue stars, or overinformative if there were a single star.

In line with the Gricean view, the general assumption in the pragmatics literature is that min-

imal referential expressions that determine unique reference are preferred over underinforma-

tive or overinformative expressions (e.g., Davies & Katsos, 2010; Engelhardt et al., 2006,

2011; Engelhardt & Ferreira, 2014; Grodner & Sedivy, 2011; Heller et al., 2012; Pogue et al.,

2016; Sedivy, 2003, 2004, 2007). I have previously challenged the traditional view by arguing

that an optimal referential expression must take into account not only the referent and its com-

petitors, but also the perceptual properties of the situational context (Rubio-Fernandez, 2016).

Thus, in evaluating the request “Click on the blue star,” a pragmatic theory should consider not

only how many stars are on the screen (which would determine the informational value of the
description), but also how many blue shapes there are (which would determine the discrimina-
tory value of the color adjective). While computational studies of referential expression genera-

tion have long considered the role of perceptual factors on the use of modification (e.g., Arts

et al., 2011b; Koolen et al., 2013; Paraboni et al., 2007; Westerbeek et al., 2015), pragmatic

accounts in the Gricean tradition have only been concerned with information quantity, mea-

sured in number of words.

In this paper, I will expand upon the account of redundant modification that I first pro-

posed in Rubio-Fernandez (2016), according to which redundant modification can be effi-

cient if it helps the listener identify the referent in the visual context (for an analogous

proposal formalized in terms of entropy reduction, see Tourtouri et al., 2019). Here I will

further argue that redundancy can be a cooperative choice if speakers are sensitive to the

listener’s needs, and report four reference production experiments testing this view.

Redundancy, however, has sometimes been confounded with lack of perspective taking,

and efficiency with brevity. In the next two subsections, I will challenge the views that
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redundancy is tantamount to egocentricity and efficiency to brevity, before turning to the

question of what might be cooperative and efficient in referential communication.

2. Are redundant speakers egocentric?

Some researchers see the production of redundant modification as a speaker-internal process,

whereas others see it as a listener-oriented process (Arnold, 2008). In other words, redundant

modification can be understood as a form of egocentric behavior (benefitting the speaker) or a

form of audience design (tailored to the listener). This debate has often been informed by refer-
ential communication tasks, in which a speaker has to request a target object from an array,

ensuring they provide enough information for the listener to identify the intended referent. How-

ever, this kind of communicative situation in which speaker and listener can rely on the co-pres-
ence of their physical environment (Clark & Marshall, 1981) is not appropriate for the

investigation of perspective taking, which requires that the interlocutors’ perspectives be differ-

ent (for discussion, see Barr, 2014; Brennan et al., 2010; Keysar, 1997). Because speakers and

listeners normally rely on the same perceptual mechanisms, in situations of co-presence inter-

locutors share an assumption of mutual salience. That is, the speaker is entitled to assume that

anything that is perceptually salient to them will also be salient for the listener, without having

to adopt the listener’s perspective. Since the debate on whether or not redundant speakers are

egocentric has been informed by a paradigm that does not really require perspective taking, no

study has been able to settle the matter after more than a decade of experimental work and theo-

retical discussion (for recent attempts, see Engelhardt & Ferreira, 2016; Tourtouri et al., 2019).

While inadequate for the investigation of perspective taking, situations of co-presence

are a good test case for the relative efficiency of speaker-listener coordination (Clark &

Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). However, such an investigation requires drawing a distinction

between egocentric and efficient processes—one that has often been blurred in the litera-

ture (e.g., Barr, 2014; Engelhardt & Ferreira, 2016; Tourtouri et al., 2019). Thus, in a sit-

uation where speaker and listener share a physical environment, the speaker can rely on

their own visual perspective as part of their common ground with the listener. This, how-

ever, is not a form of egocentric behavior whereby the speaker is insensitive to the lis-

tener’s perspective. Instead, relying on mutual salience is a relatively effortless (and

hence efficient) way to be tuned to the interlocutors’ shared perspective—what I shall call

visual common ground.
Consider a situation where Harry and Sally are looking at the night skyline of New

York City. If Harry said “Look at that!”, Sally would not have much to go by since

“that” could effectively mean anything (see Clark et al., 1983). However, given their

visual common ground, Harry was entitled to assume that the Empire State Building turn-

ing bright pink would be a remarkable sight not only for him, but also for Sally. To drive

the point home, note how different this exchange would be if Harry had made the same

remark while talking to Sally on the phone. Only in the latter situation could it be argued

that Harry was egocentric: Situations of co-presence simply allow for more efficient

speaker–listener coordination.
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3. Can redundancy be efficient? A collaborative perspective

The present account assumes that reference is a collaborative process between inter-

locutors, as proposed by Clark and colleagues in their pioneering studies (Brennan &

Clark, 1996; Clark, 1996; Clark & Marshall, 1981; Clark et al., 1983; Clark & Wilkes-

Gibbs, 1986; Horton & Brennan, 2016; see also Ford & Olson, 1975; Olson, 1970).

According to Clark’s theory of language use, interlocutors collaborate in the accumulation

of common ground during conversation. In this view, the minimal unit of joint action is

the contribution, which consists of a presentation and an acceptance phase: While an

utterance may count as a presentation, it needs to be accepted by the listener before the

contribution can be considered complete. For example, a question is not accepted until

the listener has produced a response that shows that they have understood the question.

Processes of feedback, repair and expansion, for example, are central to Clark et al.’s

view of conversation (Clark, 1996; Clark et al., 1983; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986).

According to Clark and colleagues, not only do interlocutors collaborate during conver-

sation, they also aim to minimize their joint effort:

Principle of Least Collaborative Effort

Participants in a contribution try to minimize the total effort spent on that contribution

—in both the presentation and acceptance phases. Clark and Schaefer (1989, p. 269)

This principle was derived from observing the behavior of participants in a game of

Tangrams or Chinese puzzles (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986), as they decreased the length

of their referring expressions and the number of turns over trials.

The view that redundant modification can be efficient if it facilitates the listener’s

visual search for the referent is in line with Clark et al.’s account of reference as a col-

laborative process (Rubio-Fernandez, 2016). However, in this account, collaboration

need not involve turn taking, but a mutual understanding of the joint goal of reference.
Thus, when a speaker requests a target in a referential communication task, their goal

is to get the listener to identify the target in the array and, if the listener complies with

the request, both interlocutors come to have the same goal. Given this joint goal, an

optimal referential expression should be one that allows the listener to identify the

intended target in the most efficient way; that is, with minimal expenditure of time and

effort.

According to this view, it is an empirical question whether the shortest referential

expression would be the most efficient one in any given context, as it has normally been

assumed in the literature. Instead, redundant referential expressions should be understood

as more or less efficient in a context rather than pragmatically infelicitous for being over-

informative (Engelhardt et al., 2006, 2011). If we understand visual identification as part

of the process of reference resolution (at least in situated reference), a pragmatic analysis

should recognize that it is more efficient to refer to “the blue star” when the star is the

only blue shape (as in the polychrome displays in Fig. 1) than when all shapes are blue
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(as in the monochrome displays), regardless of the number of stars. Because standard

pragmatic analyses are based on informativity alone, they distinguish underinformative,

minimal, and overinformative expressions, but fail to account for the relative efficiency

of redundant modification for visual search.

An efficiency-based account of referential communication also subsumes the traditional Gri-

cean account based on informativity. Thus, an underinformative referential expression is less

efficient than a minimal referential expression that establishes unique reference, insofar as the

former leaves the listener either to choose randomly among various possible referents, or to ask

for clarification. The advantage of an efficiency-based account is that discriminability may

explain why cooperative speakers use redundant referential expressions in certain situations

(see Rubio-Fernandez, 2016). By contrast, current pragmatic accounts can only treat redun-

dancy as a departure from the Gricean Maxim of Quantity (e.g., Davies & Katsos, 2010; Engel-

hardt et al., 2006, 2011; Engelhardt & Ferreira, 2014; Grodner & Sedivy, 2011; Heller et al.,

2012; Pogue et al., 2016; Sedivy, 2003, 2004, 2007).

In summary, an account of referential communication based on efficiency has greater

explanatory power than standard pragmatic accounts based on informativity alone. The

account I am developing here also responds to Sedivy’s plea for finer-grained accounts of

referential communication: “Clearly, a simple notion of information that is required for

the purpose of uniquely identifying a referent from among alternative referents is not suf-

ficient” (2004, p. 361). By considering not only the amount of information provided by

the speaker in relation to the number of competitors, but also how useful the description

is for visual search, it may be possible to understand why people often use redundant

modification, rather than simply treating those uses as violations of the Gricean Maxim

of Quantity (1975).

Fig. 1. Sample displays used to elicit spoken instructions (e.g., “Click on the blue star”) in Experiment 1a

(Poly/2, Poly/4, Poly/8, Pop-Out/8 and Mono/4), Experiment 1b (Poly/8 and Pop-Out/8), Experiment 2 (Poly/

4), and Experiment 3 (Size/2 and Size/16). The target in these displays was always the star. The participant

grid corresponds to the 8-item conditions.
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4. Dividing the labor of reference: Between Grice and Clark

Given the above definition, the relative efficiency of a referential expression would be

determined by the time and effort it takes a listener to identify the intended referent.

However, the Gricean Maxims, including the Maxim of Quantity, were formulated for

the speaker. That is, it is the speaker who must determine what is the minimal informa-

tion they need to provide in order to ensure unique reference. Such calculations can be

performed by keeping track of the competitors that the intended referent might have in

the context (e.g., whether there are any other stars on the screen, apart from the blue

one). However, if speakers are aiming to produce efficient referential expressions, rather

than minimally informative ones, making an informed choice would ideally require know-

ing which referential expressions would result in faster identification times in a given

context. Response time data, however, are not available to speakers wanting to produce

an efficient referential expression.

What is available to a speaker formulating an object request is visual information

about the environment in which the listener must identify the intended object. It is there-

fore on the basis of their visual common ground that a speaker must determine whether a

redundant adjective may facilitate the listener’s visual search for the referent. If speakers

use redundant adjectives when it could be efficient (e.g., in polychrome displays), and

refrain from doing so when it would not be (e.g., in monochrome displays), then that

would suggest that redundant speakers are being cooperative. That is, even if they may

not be minimally informative, as long as speakers are sensitive to the demands of the lis-

tener’s visual search, their behavior would satisfy the two key assumptions in the Gricean

program (1975); namely, that speakers are rational and cooperative. Therefore, an effi-

ciency account of referential overspecification is in line with Gricean pragmatics, offering

a more fine-grained analysis of the perceptual factors that a speaker may rely on in order

to produce an optimal referential expression.

Also in line with Clark’s (1996) view of language use, a speaker’s effort to produce an

optimal referential expression must take into account the listener’s needs. Producing a

modified description to pre-empt an ambiguity between two competitors is a canonical

example of audience design: While the speaker may know which star they want, if there

are two stars in the display, the speaker must compare them and specify which one they

want for the listener’s sake. Thus, in a context where there are two stars, the extra time

and effort invested in producing and processing a color word is offset by the need to

establish unique reference. However, in a context with a single star, using a redundant

color adjective would only be justified if it facilitated the referent’s identification relative

to a minimal description. A number of empirical studies have suggested that redundant

color adjectives can indeed facilitate the listener’s search for a referent (Arts et al.,

2011b; Mangold & Pobel, 1988; Paraboni & van Deemter, 2014; Paraboni et al., 2007;

Rubio-Fernandez, 2017; Sonnenschein & Whitehurst, 1982; Tourtouri et al., 2019).

In situations of co-presence, however, producing a redundant description that facilitates

the listener’s visual search might not be so costly since the speaker can rely on mutual

salience. That is, if the color of a referent seems salient to the speaker, they can assume
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it will be salient for the listener too. In this vein, I want to propose that situations of co-

presence allow speakers to rely on visual heuristics that can inform their choice of refer-

ential expression at a low processing cost (for other common ground heuristics, see Clark

& Marshall, 1981). For example, the understanding that color is more efficient in poly-

chrome than monochrome displays could be applied as a visual heuristic triggered by the

perception of color contrast. Likewise, appreciating that the listener’s visual search for a

referent is harder the denser the display could be another visual heuristic that speakers

can exploit in order to provide extra information at a low processing cost.

This type of low-cost pragmatics is in line with the distinction between feedforward
and recurrent processing audience design drawn by Ferreira (2019), according to which

speakers do not always engage in audience design through deliberative processes. In the

case of feedforward audience design, speakers are able to make use of contextual features

prior to the onset of utterance production and rely on previously learned strategies that

facilitate communication. Recurrent processing audience design, by contrast, requires

deliberative processes (e.g., in tasks where speaker and listener have different visual per-

spectives; e.g., Long et al., 2018; Wardlow-Lane & Ferreira, 2008).

The aim of this study was to test the hypothesis that overinformative speakers can be

cooperative by relying on visual heuristics that help them produce efficient referential

expressions. This view is in line with both Gricean pragmatics (1975) and Clark’s (1996)

view of reference as a collaborative process.

5. A study of cooperativeness in reference production

Following Rubio-Fernandez (2016), two types of factors affecting referential efficiency

were considered in this study: perceptual factors and linguistic factors. Experiment 1a

investigated three perceptual factors that might affect the relative efficiency of a color

adjective for visual search: (i) color distinctiveness, (ii) density of the display, and (iii)

perceptual salience. These three perceptual factors could be used as heuristics: (a) the

higher the discriminatory power of a color adjective (with distinctive color being the

extreme case), (b) the denser the display where the listener must identify the target, and

(c) the more salient the color of the target in the display, the more efficient the use of a

color adjective would be.

Color distinctiveness was tested in monochrome and polychrome displays as extreme

cases where color adjectives would be either non-discriminating and therefore inefficient

(Mono/4), or distinctive and potentially efficient (Poly/4). There is, of course, a wider

range of visual displays where color may have more or less discriminatory power, and

ongoing work is investigating speakers’ sensitivity to more subtle visual manipulations.

Likewise, density of the display was investigated here using polychrome displays of two,

four, and eight shapes (Poly/2, Poly/4 and Poly/8), but there are obviously other combina-

tions that could be used for this purpose (for earlier studies looking at the effect of den-

sity of the display on modification, see Clarke et al., 2013; Gatt et al., 2017; Koolen

et al., 2015; Paraboni et al., 2007). Finally, visual salience was manipulated in pop-out
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displays where all the shapes are of the same color, except the target (Pop-out/8). Pop-

out displays included eight shapes in order to create a sharper pop-out effect that would

be directly comparable to the densest polychrome condition. Pop-out displays have been

extensively used to investigate efficient visual search, which takes place when the target

has a distinctive property that makes it stand out from the distractors (Treisman &

Gelade, 1980). Pop-out displays were used in the present study to investigate whether

such visual effects also affect adjective production.

A further test of the cooperativeness hypothesis was performed by modifying the extent

of the visual common ground shared by the interlocutors, rather than the visual displays. If

the cooperativeness hypothesis is correct, speakers should produce redundant color adjec-

tives when the listener needs to identify the referent in a display and color would guide their

search, but not when the referent is part of their common ground. Thus, it was predicted that

participants in Experiment 1a would produce more redundant color adjectives in the Poly/4

condition when their interlocutor did not know which shape was the target (i.e., as in a stan-

dard referential communication task) than when their interlocutor knew which shape was

the target (i.e., as in a standard naming task). To further test the difference between these

two types of task, the naming paradigm was used again in Experiment 1b with the visual

materials from the Poly/8 and Pop-Out/8 conditions, in which color was most efficient/sali-

ent. Finally, Experiment 3 explored the density and salience heuristics in the production of

redundant size adjectives, comparing participants’ mention of size in displays of 2 shapes

of different sizes and pop-out displays of 16 shapes where the target was of a different size

than all the other shapes (Size/2 and Size/16).

With regard to linguistic factors, Experiment 2 examined the role of incrementality on

the production of redundant modification. Because language is processed incrementally,

redundant color adjectives are a more efficient visual cue in prenominal position because

they can guide the listener’s search for the referent (Eberhard et al., 1995; Spivey et al.,

2001). Thus, an English speaker processing the instruction “Click on the blue star” would

search for the referent by color, whereas a Spanish speaker processing the instruction

“Haz clic en la estrella azul” would search for the same referent by shape, making the

post-nominal adjective less efficient (for eye-tracking evidence, see Rubio-Fernandez

et al., 2018). Thus, Experiment 2 investigated the use of redundant color adjectives in

Poly/4 displays by English and Spanish speakers.

6. Experiment 1a

6.1. Method

6.1.1. Participants
A group of 120 students from University College London took part in the experiment.

They were native speakers of English and participated for monetary compensation. All

participants reported having normal color vision.
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6.1.2. Materials
Two types of displays were created, one for the Experimenter (including 10 displays

of geometrical shapes) and another one for the participants (including 10 empty grids

with a cross indicating the position of the target in the Experimenter’s display). The tar-

get shapes were as follows: arrow, circle, cylinder, heart, oval, pentagon, rectangle,

square, star, and triangle, and they came in the following colors: blue (first and last trial),

brown, green, gray, orange, pink, purple, red, and yellow. The number of shapes and col-

ors in the displays varied, resulting in five different conditions (Mono/4, Poly/2, Poly/4,

Poly/8 and Pop-Out/8; see Fig. 1 for sample items). The Pop-Out/8 condition was the

only condition where participants could start anticipating the singleton target and, as a

result, stop overspecifying color. For this reason, the Pop-Out/8 condition included five

extra filler trials in which the target was a majority-color shape. Target position was

counterbalanced across trials in all conditions, and trials were presented in the same ran-

dom order to all participants.

The number of trials was kept low (10 critical trials in each condition) because previ-

ous studies had revealed that participants are highly consistent in their use of color adjec-

tives across trials (Rubio-Fernandez, 2016; see also Tarenskeen et al. (2015) for an

experimental investigation of response consistency in referential communication tasks).

6.1.3. Procedure
Two separate procedures were used in the task. In the referential communication task,

participants sat beside and behind the Experimenter and had to ask the Experimenter to

click on the target shape in each trial. Participants’ requests were recorded and later

coded as redundant or not redundant. Only referential expressions including both an

adjective and a noun (e.g., “The blue star”) were coded as redundant. Given the simplic-

ity of the task, in order to avoid unnatural responses, participants were told that the origi-

nal task was designed for children and that their responses would serve as control data.

Participants were also asked to refer to the target object rather than to its position. The

instructions stressed that all shapes in the displays were different (which implied that

color was redundant in all trials) and that the Experimenter did not know which shape

was the target in each trial. The task lasted less than 10 min.

A naming task was also used to validate the interpretation of the results of the referen-

tial communication task as evidence of cooperative behavior. Thus, in the naming task,

the materials from the Poly/4 condition were presented on a computer monitor that the

participant and the Experimenter shared as they sat side by side. In order to make the tar-

get shape part of their common ground, it was presented inside a square frame and partic-

ipants were asked to name the shape that appeared inside a box in each display. The

Experimenter moved forward the displays by pressing Enter.

Based on a previous study by Rubio-Fernandez (2016) using similar referential com-

munication tasks, it was established a priori that 20 participants would be tested in each

experimental condition. Conditions were manipulated between participants in order to

avoid carry-over effects across different trial types (e.g., modification in a monochrome

trial following modification in a polychrome trial), which would compromise the effect of
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visual display. Previous referential communication studies have shown that manipulating

the number of objects and colors within participants can lead to up to 60% of redundant

modification in monochrome displays (Belke, 2006; Koolen et al., 2013) compared to 0%

when testing the same conditions between participants (Rubio-Fernandez, 2016).

6.2. Results and discussion

The large majority of responses included a noun for the target shape, with only 2% of

responses including a pronominal construction (e.g., “the blue one”), which were coded

as non-redundant. No trial order effects were observed, with most participants adopting

either a modification or a no-modification strategy across trials. The mean proportions of

redundant color adjectives observed in Experiment 1a are reported in Fig. 2. The results

of the four experiments reported in this study were analysed using non-parametric statis-

tics because the data were not normally distributed, and the extreme values observed

across conditions interfered with model convergence when mixed model analyses were

attempted.

Looking first at the effect of color distinctiveness, participants produced more redun-

dant color adjectives in Poly/4 than in Mono/4, in which they never mentioned the color

of the target. A Mann-Whitney test carried out on the proportion of redundant color

adjectives revealed a significant difference between the two conditions (U = 290;

Z = �2.42, p = .016).

Regarding display density, a Kruskal–Wallis test carried out on the proportions of

redundant color adjectives elicited in the Poly/2, Poly/4, and Poly/8 conditions revealed a

significant effect (H(2) = 6.02, p = .049) in the direction predicted by the cooperativeness

hypothesis: Speakers produced more color adjectives the denser the display. Mann–Whit-

ney tests comparing adjective production in the Poly/2 and Poly/4 conditions did not

Fig. 2. Mean proportions of redundant color and minimal descriptions observed across the different condi-

tions of Experiment 1a.
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reveal a significant difference (U = 234; Z = 0.89, p = .374), and the same was observed

between Poly/4 and Poly/8 (U = 153; Z = 1.27, p = .204), but a significant difference

was observed between Poly/2 and Poly/8, (U = 295; Z = 2.54, p = .011).

Regarding the effect of color salience, a Mann–Whitney test comparing the proportions

of color adjectives observed in Poly/8 and Pop-Out/8 revealed a marginally significant

advantage in the Pop-Out/8 condition (U = 265; Z = 1.74, p = .082), supporting the

cooperativeness hypothesis.

Finally, participants did not produce redundant color adjectives when asked to name

the target shapes in the Poly/4 condition. A Mann–Whitney test revealed a significant dif-

ference between the proportion of color adjectives observed in the two Poly/4 conditions

(U = 290; Z = �2.42, p = .016). This pattern of results supports the hypothesis that par-

ticipants in the referential communication task produced redundant color adjectives

because the Experimenter had to search for the referent, not doing so when the referent

was known to both interlocutors.

Overall, the results of Experiment 1a support the prediction that redundant speakers

are cooperative, using color adjectives more often when it would more likely facilitate

the listener’s visual search for the referent. Moreover, participants revealed high sensitiv-

ity to the visual context, rather than a general strategy to use color in polychrome dis-

plays.

7. Experiment 1b

The rates of redundant modification observed in the Poly/4 condition were significantly

lower when participants were naming the shapes than when they were referring to a tar-

get for the benefit of the Experimenter. However, it is possible that the difference

between these two tasks would not be so stark if participants were naming shapes in

Poly/8 or Pop-Out/8 displays, since those elicited the highest rates of redundant modifica-

tion in Experiment 1a. Such a pattern of results would suggest that color salience may

trigger the use of redundant color adjectives, regardless of the listener’s task.

7.1. Method

7.1.1. Participants
A group of 30 students from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology took part in

the study. They were native speakers of English and participated for monetary compensa-

tion. All participants reported having normal color vision.

7.1.2. Materials and procedure
The visual displays from conditions Poly/8 and Pop-Out/8 in Experiment 1a were com-

bined in a random sequence in Experiment 1b, starting with a Pop-Out/8 display. These

two conditions were tested together because they had elicited the highest rates of
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redundant modification in the first experiment and carryover effects would run counter to

the cooperativeness hypothesis, thus providing a more stringent test. The procedure was

the same that was used in Experiment 1a for the naming task.

7.2. Results

Of the 30 participants in the task, only one used redundant color adjectives in all trials.

Another participant produced redundant modification in 28% of trials. None of the

remaining participants produced color adjectives, resulting in an average rate of redundant

modification of 4%. This is markedly below the 75% observed in Experiment 1a for con-

ditions Poly/8 and Pop-Out/8 combined (see Fig. 3).

I have argued that in situations of co-presence, it is not possible to establish whether a

speaker is using a redundant color adjective because the color of the referent seemed sali-

ent to them, or because they assumed it would also be salient for the listener. However,

what the starkly different results of the referential communication and naming tasks sug-

gest is that even when the color of a target might be most salient to the speaker (e.g., in

a pop-out display), speakers do not produce redundant color adjectives if the listener need

not search for the target in the display. This means that even in situations of co-presence

where the speaker can rely on their own perspective, speakers are sensitive to their lis-

tener’s needs—thus behaving cooperatively.

Fig. 3. Mean proportions of redundant color and minimal descriptions observed in the Poly/8 and Pop-Out/8

conditions of Experiment 1a (combined across participants) and Experiment 1b (combined within partici-

pants). The two conditions were used in a referential communication task in the first experiment, and in a

naming task in the second experiment.
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8. Experiment 2

The third experiment investigated whether speakers appreciate that redundant color

adjectives are more efficient in prenominal position than in postnominal position. Rubio-

Fernandez (2016) already tested this hypothesis with positive results. However, the partic-

ipants in that study had to refer to items of clothing, which elicited high rates of redun-

dant color adjectives across conditions (probably because color is a central property of

clothes). Experiment 2 tried to establish whether English speakers would also use redun-

dant color adjectives more often than Spanish speakers when referring to geometrical

shapes (which are not so closely related to color).

This experiment also tried to control for an alternative interpretation of the results of

Rubio-Fernandez (2016): Because color adjectives are encoded in postnominal position,

Spanish speakers have more time to decide whether color is necessary to establish unique

reference. Therefore, Spanish speakers may simply be more accurate in their use of color

modification, rather than the difference with English speakers being related to the relative

efficiency of prenominal and postnominal adjectives. In order to control for this possibil-

ity, the presentation of the displays was timed in Experiment 2 so that both groups of

participants had the same time to formulate their requests.

8.1. Method

8.1.1. Participants
In this study, 20 students from Princeton University and 20 students from the Univer-

sity of Oviedo (Spain) took part in the experiment. The Princeton students were native

speakers of English and the Oviedo students were native speakers of Spanish. Both

groups participated for monetary compensation. All participants reported having normal

color vision.

8.1.2. Materials and procedure
The materials from the Poly/4 condition in Experiment 1a were used again in Experi-

ment 2. The procedure was also the same with the only difference that the presentation

of the displays was timed for 1.5 s. After that time, the display disappeared from the

monitor. The alleged explanation for this was that the task was otherwise too easy for

adult participants since it was originally designed for children.

8.2. Results and discussion

No trial order effects were observed, with most participants adopting either a modifica-

tion or a no-modification strategy across trials. The mean proportions of redundant color

adjectives produced by English and Spanish speakers are reported in Fig. 4. A Mann–
Whitney test was carried out on participants’ proportions of color modification revealing

a significant difference between the two language groups (U = 124; Z = 2.06, p = .039).
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The results of Experiment 2 replicate the findings by Rubio-Fernandez (2016) but

using geometrical shapes, which overall elicited lower rates of color overspecification. A

significant difference between English and Spanish speakers was observed even when the

presentation of the displays was timed and both groups had comparable time to produce

their instructions. This manipulation rules out the possibility that Spanish speakers simply

had more time to plan their descriptions. Therefore, the results of Experiment 2 support

the hypothesis that speakers are sensitive to linguistic factors affecting the relative effi-

ciency of redundant modification, producing color adjectives to different degrees in lan-

guages with different adjective positions.

9. Experiment 3

The results of Experiments 1, 2, and 3 supported the hypothesis that redundant speak-

ers can be cooperative. However, this hypothesis was only tested with color adjectives,

leaving open the possibility that these results are related to the salience of color as a

visual property. Moreover, previous studies have shown that size adjectives are used

redundantly less often than color adjectives (e.g., Belke & Meyer, 2002; Brown-Schmidt

& Konopka, 2008; Engelhardt & Ferreira, 2014; Pechmann, 1989; Tarenskeen et al.,

Fig. 4. Mean proportions of redundant color and minimal descriptions observed in the two language groups

in Experiment 2.
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2015). Therefore, the last experiment of the study tested the cooperativeness hypothesis

with size adjectives.

Participants in Experiment 3 had to refer to a target shape that was of a different size

than the other shape(s) in either a 2-shape display or a 16-shape display (see Fig. 1).

Redundant modification would be more efficient in the 16-shape condition than in the 2-

shape condition because in the former, the listener would be performing a harder visual

search than in the latter, benefitting more from a redundant size adjective. Relatedly, par-

ticipants in this task could rely on two visual heuristics: the density of the display and

the salience of the target’s size. The density of the display could serve as a proxy for the

relative difficulty of the listener’s visual search. Also, because of the pop-out effect, the

odd size of the target would be highly silent in the denser displays, both for the speaker

and the listener.

9.1. Method

9.1.1. Participants
A set of 40 students from University College London participated in the experiment.

They were all native speakers of English and participated for monetary compensation.

9.1.2. Materials and procedure
Two sets of materials were built, one for each condition. For the Size/2 condition, 10

displays were constructed including two different shapes of different sizes. The target

was the smaller shape in half the trials. The target shapes were the same as in previous

experiments. All the displays were monochrome to avoid that color modification may

trigger size modification.

The two shapes used in the Size/2 displays were used again in the Size/16 condition

but inserted into a 4 9 4 display, thereby keeping the relative size difference constant

(see Fig. 1). Dense displays of 16 shapes were used in order to create a sharp pop-out

effect that could elicit redundant size modification. In each 4 9 4 display, there was an

odd-size shape that was either smaller or larger than all the other shapes and which corre-

sponded, in critical trials, with the target of the Size/2 condition. In order to avoid the

singleton target becoming predictable, 10 filler trials were constructed in which the target

shape was of the same size as the majority (and larger than the singleton in half the tri-

als). The position of the odd-size shape was counterbalanced across trials. Trials were

presented in the same random order to all participants.

As in previous experiments, participants had to ask the Experimenter to click on a tar-

get shape in a computer display. The procedure was the same as in Experiments 1a and

3, with participants being given printouts of empty grids with a cross indicating the posi-

tion of the target in the Experimenter’s display. Again, participants were told that their

responses would serve as control data in a study originally designed for children.
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9.2. Results and discussion

No trial order effects were observed, with most participants adopting either a modifica-

tion or a no-modification strategy across trials. The mean proportions of redundant size

adjectives observed in Experiment 3 are reported in Fig. 5. Participants did not overspec-

ify the size of the target in any of the 2-shape displays, but did so 61% of the time when

size was distinctive in the 16-shape displays. In the filler trials of the Size/16 condition,

in which size was not distinctive, participants produced redundant modification 15% of

the time. It must be noted, however, that in 16 of the 24 filler trials in which participants

produced a redundant size adjective, there could have been a spill-over effect from the

previous trial, which was a critical one.

A Mann–Whitney test was carried out on the proportions of redundant size adjectives,

revealing a significant difference between the Size/2 and Size/16 conditions (U = 350;

Z = �4.04, p < .001). The results of Experiment 3 therefore confirm that speakers pro-

duce not only redundant color adjectives but also redundant size adjectives in those visual

contexts where it would have more discriminatory power and be more beneficial for their

interlocutor. These results are also in line with previous studies showing that people tend

to produce longer (and often redundant) expressions to refer to entities in visually clut-

tered environments relative to their referential expressions in more sparse displays (e.g.,

Clarke et al., 2013; Gatt et al., 2017; Koolen et al., 2015; Paraboni et al., 2007).

10. General discussion

Standard pragmatic accounts in the Gricean tradition establish referential specification in

relation to a referent’s competitors in the situational context (e.g., Davies & Katsos, 2010;

Engelhardt et al., 2006, 2011; Heller et al., 2012; Pogue et al., 2016; Sedivy, 2003, 2004): A

modified referential expression is pragmatically felicitous if there are other objects of the

same category as the intended referent and the adjective pre-empts an ambiguity; otherwise,

the same expression is considered overinformative. In this paper, I have developed the al-

ternative pragmatic account of referential specification first proposed by Rubio-Fernandez

(2016), which takes into account not only informativity, but also discriminability and incre-

mentality of processing. According to this account, in order to determine the relative effi-

ciency of a given referential expression, one must establish not only the number of

competitors in the context, but also how the referent differs from all the other objects in

terms of color, size, and other properties that could make the referent visually salient. Thus,

referring to a star as “the blue star” in a situation where there is only one star would be

redundant according to the standard pragmatic analysis. However, the same expression

could be optimal according to an efficiency-based account if the star was the only blue shape

among various shapes of different colors (Rubio-Fernandez, 2016).

This pragmatic account allows establishing the relative efficiency of speaker-listener

coordination in referential communication. Rather than assuming that referential over-

specification is either “for the speaker” or “for the listener” (as it is often debated in the
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literature; for a recent review, see Davies & Arnold, 2019), I started by pointing out that

situations of co-presence (such as those recreated in standard referential communication

tasks) are not ideal for the investigation of perspective taking because speaker and lis-

tener share the same perspective. Instead, referential communication tasks such as the

ones used in this study allow investigating whether speakers use potentially efficient ref-

erential expressions that could facilitate the listener’s search for the referent, without

incurring in perspective-taking costs. Thus, in situations of co-presence, speakers can rely

on visual heuristics, such as the perception of color contrast, the relative density of the

display, or the visual salience of the referent, which facilitate the formulation of referen-

tial expressions that would be efficient for the listener. This account is in line with Fer-

reira’s feedforward audience design (2019), which employs learned communicative

strategies to accommodate an interlocutor’s needs with minimal expenditure of executive

resources.

In four language-production experiments, I tested the hypothesis that speakers are

cooperative and produce redundant modification when it may facilitate the listener’s

visual search for the referent (see also Rubio-Fernandez, 2016). The results offered sup-

port to this hypothesis, with speakers producing redundant color adjectives when (a) color

was a distinctive property of the referent, (b) the display was denser with shapes, and (c)

Fig. 5. Mean proportions of redundant size and minimal descriptions observed in the two visual conditions

in Experiment 3.
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the color of the target was salient in the display (Experiment 1a). In addition, a control

condition using the same visual materials in a naming task revealed that people do not

produce redundant color adjectives when the intended referent is part of their common

ground with their interlocutor, supporting the view that when they do so, they are being

sensitive to the listener’s visual search for the referent (Experiments 1a and 1b).

The next experiment investigated referential efficiency in relation to incrementality.

Prenominal but not postnominal adjectives, can guide a listener’s visual search for a ref-

erent, making redundant color adjectives more efficient in prenominal than in postnominal

position. Supporting the cooperativeness hypothesis, English speakers produced more

redundant color adjectives than Spanish speakers (Experiment 2). Finally, speakers pro-

duced redundant size adjectives in denser displays where the size of the target was highly

salient (Experiment 3), extending the results with color adjectives to size adjectives.

Overall, the results of these language-production experiments support the view that speak-

ers can be cooperative when they produce adjectives that are not, strictly speaking, neces-

sary.

It must be noted that the results of this study may not extrapolate to other speech acts

where the interlocutor need not find the referent in the shared physical environment (see,

e.g., Yoon et al., 2012). In addition, efficiency is not the only factor affecting the produc-

tion of redundant adjectives in object requests. Rubio-Fernandez (2016; Experiment 1)

observed that people often used redundant color adjectives when asking for clothes in

monochrome displays (where color would be useless as a visual cue), in contrast with

what was observed in the present study when participants had to refer to geometrical

shapes in monochrome displays (Experiment 1a). I explain this difference as an effect of

color pertinence, which varies depending on the semantic category of the noun: While

color is a central property of clothes and fashion items (as suggested by collocations such

as “black tie” or “little black dress”), it is not so central for other semantic categories,

such as geometrical shapes. The effect of semantic category on the production of color

adjectives is another linguistic factor that needs to be considered in modelling referential

specification.

Rubio-Fernandez (2016, Experiment 2) also observed that when participants had to

refer to fruits and vegetables of predictable colors (e.g., a banana or a carrot), they did

not mention their color, even if it was discriminatory in the display (see also Sedivy,

2003; Westerbeek et al., 2015). These patterns of results suggest that color pertinence

and color predictability for a given noun affect the production of redundant color adjec-

tives above and beyond considerations of discriminability and visual salience, suggesting

that linguistic factors can weigh more heavily than perceptual factors in the production of

redundant modification. However, while an efficiency-based account of referential com-

munication does not explain all uses of redundant modification, it has more explanatory

power than standard pragmatic accounts based on informativity alone. Such traditional

accounts cannot explain the variability observed in the language-production experiments

reported in this paper, nor the potential advantage of redundant modification for visual

search.
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